Concrete proof the Trinity is false
Matthew 24:36 and Mark 13:32 are a concrete FACT that the trinity cannot be a true doctrine.
FACT always trumps imagination, thinking, philosophy and whatever abstract thing there is out
there.
Trinity FACTS:
3 persons making one person which equals 4 persons. They are omniscient: knowing everything:
having unlimited understanding or knowledge.
GOD – Father Father is not the Son, Father is not the Spirit, Father is not the Trinity, omniscient
GOD – Son Son is not the Father, Son is not the Spirit, Son is not the Trinity, omniscient
GOD – Spirit Spirit is not the Father, Spirit is not the Son, Spirit is not the Trinity, omniscient
GOD – Trinity IS composed of the Father, Son and Spirit, omniscient
By the Trinity doctrine all 4 are omniscient, knowing all things. The argument is Yahusha
did not know as a man, but as GOD he still did know the day and hour, so he did and did not
know at the same time. The reason for this is IF Yahusha did or does not know the day and hour
of his return then he cannot truly be GOD because that makes him an UNKNOWING GOD.
For those of you that do not understand this and proclaim the Trinity doctrine, then you had
better get up off you rear end and figure out what it is you believe in, because THIS IS what
Trinity doctrine is and this is FACT.
Yahusha clearly stated, as witnessed by TWO witnesses, that it was the FATHER and ONLY the
FATHER that knows the day and hour of Yahusha’s return and that is a FACT!!! This is not
disputed in ANY manuscript and there is NO variant and there is NO other scripture
anywhere that would make us question this statement by Yahusha.
We do see in Matthew variants as to IF “nor the son” is in Matthews script as discussed below,
but in all cases it is ONLY the FATHER that knows the day and hour of Yahusha’s return.
The Spirit does NOT know the day and hour, Yahusha does not know the day and hour AND the
Trinity does NOT know the day and hour, ONLY the FATHER!
FACTS that are UNDISPUTABLE come from these two verses:
1. The FATHER is the ONLY one, the only BEING, the only ENTITY that knows the day
and hour of Yahusha’s return.
2. Either the Word is lying or the Trinity is lying – the only way the trinity can be
truth is through philosophizing - two natures, "hypostatic union"
3. The scribes and translators took liberty with the text as they were copying and
translating which we see throughout the English translations
This poses a HUGE problem for the doctrine of the trinity. Since The Father is NOT the son and the
Father is NOT the Spirit and while part of the trinity GOD the Father is NOT the complete trinity GOD
then the Bible tells us neither the son, spirit nor the complete trinity GOD knows the day and hour, ONLY
the Father a 1/3 part of the trinity GOD knows the day and hour. Is that even plausible if all members of
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the trinity GOD are omniscient, all knowing? NO it is NOT and that makes this FULL PROOF POSITIVE the
TRINTY DOCTRINE is a LIE and a false doctrine placing another GOD before the ONE and ONLY TRUE
ELOHIM, YHWH, The Elohim of ALL, who created all things in HEAVEN and Earth, the Elohim and Father
of Yahusha His Messiah for us. The Father, YHWH is the ONLY one that is omniscient and what He
knows He reveals to those around Him as He chooses.
The trinity defies the 1st commandment “I am YHWH your Elohim, you shall have no other
Elohim before me” and causes men to commit grave sin, even a sin unto death
everywhere it is preached.
KJV Matthew 24:36 But

of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels of
heaven, but my
.
ESV2011Matthew 24:36 “But concerning that day and hour no one knows, not even the
angels of heaven, nor the Son, but the
.
NET Matthew 24:36 “But as for that day and hour no one knows it – not even the angels in
heaven – except the
.
WEB Matthew 24:36 But no one knows of that day and hour, not even the angels of
heaven, but my
.
HCSB Matthew 24:36 “Now concerning that day and hour no one knows — neither the
angels in heaven, nor the Son — except the
.
Some mms, in Mat 24:36 omit “nor the son” so “nor the son” could or could not be in the
original text, it was probably added to Matt 24:36 by some scribes because in ALL of Mark’s
accounts in Mark 13:32 it says “nor the son” so it is likely it was added to some mms of
Matthew, we will NEVER know, but for a FACT they ALL say “the Father only or alone”
knows the day and hour.
Let this be a reminder to the KJV only clan and to all others, that the copiers and translators at
times DID take liberties with the text.
KJV Mark 13:32 But

of that day and that hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels which
are in heaven, neither the Son,
.
ESV2011 Mark 13:32 “But concerning that day or that hour, no one knows, not even the
angels in heaven, nor the Son,
.
NET Mark 13:32 “But as for that day or hour no one knows it – neither the angels in
heaven, nor the Son –
.
WEB Mark 13:32 But of that day or that hour no one knows, not even the angels in
heaven, nor the Son,
.
HCSB Mark 13:32 “Now concerning that day or hour no one knows — neither the angels
in heaven nor the Son —
.
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